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Abbreviations
MRI: magnetic reasons imaging

X-Ray: x-radiation is form of electromagnetic radiation, this production and uses of the radiation in medical imaging

T1 weighted image: image that demonstrates the deferens in t1 time of the tissue

T2 weighted image: image that demonstrates the deferens in the t2 time of tissue

PCL: posterior cruciate ligament

ACL: anterior cruciate ligament

Lat: (lateral) structure that lies farther away from the median plane

Med: (median) structure situated near to the median plane of the body

ICL: lateral collateral ligament of knee joint

MCL: medial collateral ligament of knee joint

TL: patellar length ration

PI: patellar tendon length

BMI: body mass index

GRE: gradient echo, echo produce as a result of gradient to re generate

T2*: dephasing due to magnetic field inhemogeities

FSE: fast Spain echo

SE: Spain echo

Sat: time between each pre – saturation pulse

Ap: anterior posterior

KV: kilo voltage

MA: milli ampere
3D: three dimensional of reconstructed image
MPR: multi planer reformation image
FOV: field of view

Abstract English

This study provides the characterized of patellae ligament
and measured on sagital magnetic rezones image of 57
patentions , 45 males , 15 females whose mean age was
37.89, the gender difference and the relationshie with
anthropometry were also given

As for the mean of normal patella ligament longitudinal
length 52.03mm, and the upper patellear thicknes is
3.25mm, middle patellear thicknes is 3.67mm, and mean
of lower patellear thicknes is 4.78mm, compare with mean
of abnormal patellear ligament measurement, mean of
patellear length is 46.58mm, and mean of uppear patellear
thickenes is 2.87mm, middle patellear thicknes 3.35mm,
and mean of lower patellear thicknes is 4.87mm, there are
not significant different p-vaule at patellear thicknes ,
expeact on patellear length there are significant different
at p-vaule 0.00

The chartrized of normal patellear ligament length was
larger than on abnormal patellear ligament
length. anthropometry includeing weigth, height, body mass
index corssponds well with the thicknes of patellear and
poorly the length of patellear, thes data can provide useful oinformaiton in the diagnosis tear if well happened
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39  Table (4-1) gender classes for frequency & percentage
40  Table (4-2) classes age for frequency & percentage
41  Table (4-3) knee classes for frequency & percentage
42  Table (4-4) Means statistic of patient demographic data
List of Figures

4 Figure (2-1) shows anatomy of knee joint label meniscuses
Figure(2-2) shows right knee joint label ligament & bone (proximal part of femur and distal part of tibia and fibula & patella) on anterior aspect.

Figure(2-3) shows ligament of knee joint on anterior aspect (anterior cruciate ligament, posterior cruciate ligament, medial cruciate ligament, lateral cruciate ligament, patellar & quadriceps ligament).

Figure (2-4) label insertion of patellar ligament.

Figure(2-5) shows ligament & muscles of knee joint on lateral aspect.

Figure(2-6) shows muscles of knee joint on lateral aspect (hamstring group & quadriceps muscles).

Figure (2-7) shows function of knee joint.

Figure(2-8) label shows MRI image (1) PDWI (proton density weight image) & (2) T2WI image of patellar ligament tear.

Figure (2-9) shows doctor examine knee extension.

Figure (2-10) shows extension & flexion of knee joint.

Figure (2-11A) x-ray shows normal location of patella.

Figure (2-12B) x-ray showed knee cap moved out of place due to tear.

Figure (2-13) showed sagittal T1WI weighted image MRI green arrow indicated patellar tear.

Figure (2-14) label shows position of patient lying supine on couch.

Figure (2-15) label show AP image of knee joint (anterior...
Figure (2-16) label show position of patient lying by side on the couch.

Figure (2-17) label show lateral image of knee joint.

Figure (2-18) label show axial image reconstruction of knee joint showing patella.

Figure (2-19) label show coronal image reconstruction of knee joint showing proximal part of femur & distal part of tibia.

Figure (2-20) label show sagittal image reconstruction of knee joint appearance the patella & proximal part of femur & distal part of tibia.

Figure (2-21) showed 3D reconstructed image of knee joint & label anatomy of bone.

Figure (2-22) showed closed MRI machine semen's model. Composed of gantry & couch.

Figure (2-23) showed knee coil used in MRI scan.

Figure (2-24) showed positing of patient lying supine on the couch by using closed magnet.

Figure (2-25) showed & label sagittal T1W image of MRI.

Figure (2-26) label show MRI image of sagittal proton density weight image (p) patellar ligament (q) quadriceps ligament, (ACL) anterior cruciate ligament (PCL) posterior cruciate ligament.

Figure (2-27) label show MRI image coronal proton density of knee joint.

Figure (2-28) label showed sagittal cross section of knee joint & normal patellar ligament.

Figure (3-1) show sagittal T1 weight image FSE for patient.
measure in mm of patellar ligament length green arrow indicated that

36 Figure(3-2) show sagittal T1 weight image FSE for the same patient measure in mm patellar ligament width upper green arrow indicated that

37 Figure(3-3) show sagittal T1 weight image FSE for the same patient measure in mm patellar ligament width lower green arrow indicated that

38 Figure(3-4) show sagittal T1 weight image FSE for the same patient measure in mm patellar ligament width medial green arrow indicated that

39 Figure(4-1) gender classes to sample for frequency & percentage

40 Figure(4-2) label age classes to sample

41 Figure(4-3) label knee classes to sample
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